






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The author aimed at examining of the inclusive education based on the historical background of inte-
grated education in japan. The author studied from the １９７０s to the １９８０s with the magazine “mental re-
tardation research” about integrated education. The government and the central person of education for dis-
abilities were promoting the special class and the special education school. Parents’ organization was also
the same. As the reason, the difficulty of securing the problem of equipment of a school and the right of
a serious mental retardation education was pointed out. These were the same as the subject for realizing
inclusive education. Therefore, in order to realize inclusive education, it is required to solve these subjects.
And it is necessary to advance inclusive education from a viewpoint which secures the right of education
for disabilities.
The Study of the Inclusive Education in Japan ;
From Based on the Historical Background of Integrated Education.
YAWATA Yukari
（Keywords : History of Mental Retardation, Integrated Education, Inclusive Education）
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